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INTRODUCTION

2 WATT TAPE ERASE AND BIAS OSCILLATOR

The behaviour of the circuit may be conveniently examined by assuming that it is already

In battery operated tape recorders which

have any pretensions towards high quality reproduction a high frequency erase system must
be used. The power required has to be at least
11 watts to overcome losses in the erase head
and this unit fulfils all the requirements. The
circuit is shown in Fig. 1. Two GET 116 transistors are used as a class C oscillator operating
from a 12 volt supply. The transistors should
be a matched pair.
The erase head is coupled to the oscillator
by a tuned transformer and the power output
is 2 watts at 60kc /s. Bias for the record head
is also supplied. The total power consumption
of the unit is about 3.5 watts which represents
an efficiency of around 60%.

oscillating at a frequency determined by the
tuned circuit presented to the collectors. Then
the voltage at each collector varies between 0
and -2 Vcc with respect to earth. At the instant the voltage of Tr 1 collector is zero and
that at Tr2 collector is -2 Vcc then the latter
voltage is across R C, in series with the base
emitter diode of Tr 1 Since the resistance of
this junction is small, the voltage developed
.

across R C, is approximately 2 Vcc and in this
condition Tr 1 is conducting while Tr2 is biased
off. As the voltage swing continues, the voltage
at 'A' begins to decrease and that at 'B' rises.
The time constant of R C, is made large compared with the period of oscillation, hence the
voltage across C, does not follow the reduction
at 'A' and Trl is cut off. However, due to carrier
storage a reverse base current then flows in Tr I
and the base input circuit does not immediately
become a high impedance. C,, therefore, discharges through the transistor until the carrier

The description of the circuit given by

G.E.C., who designed the unit, is as follows:The two GET116 transistors are used in a class
C push-pull oscillator, the positive feedback
and operating bias being provided by two iden-

tical RC networks (R C, and R2; CO). The

storage pulse has ceased, after which it discharges through R, in the normal manner.
During this time Tr2 is conducting and Trl

erase and record heads are coupled to the oscillator by a high efficiency transformer using a pot
core assembly and the turns ratio is arranged to

reflect a load impedance of 30 ohms to each

remains cut-off until the point is reached in the

next cycle where the voltage at 'A' becomes

collector (120 ohms collector to collector). The
output circuit is tuned by capacitor C the

greater than that remaining across C,. The time
constant of the feedback network is made two
or three times the period of oscillation so that

value of which depends both on the type of
erase head used and the value of Q chosen for
the transformer. A small capacitor, C5, is connected in series with the record head to prevent
the applied audio signal from being shunted by

the residual charge in the capacitor is large
enough to maintain class C bias conditions, this'

being essential to avoid exceeding the power
rating of the transistors.
The characteristics of the circuit using
typical GET116 transistors and standard erase

the transformer secondary winding. The voltage

across the latter must therefore be somewhat
greater than that required by the record head.
The value of C, may then be adjusted to give
the optimum value of H.F. bias.

and record / playback heads are as follows : Collaro Heads

Total input current (supply voltage = 12V)
Input power ...
Output voltage across erase head
Power into erase head ...
H.F. bias current in record head
Operating frequency
Peak emitter current ...
Power dissipated in each transistor
.

.

Operating temperature range with each

transistor on 3" x 3" fin
Supply voltage range for complete erasure

290

3.5
26

3.5

250

2

1.9

0.8
60
0.5

0.8
60
0.5

about 330

about 330

-40 to + 65

- 40 to + 65
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Fig. 12 Watt Tape Erase and Bias Oscillator
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Table 2.

The transformer details given below are
typical high (Table 1) and low (Table 2) im-

Transformer and output circuit details for

pedance heads respectively.

Collaro heads.
Erase head inductance approximately equal to
1mH.

Table 1

T1 (C) approximately equal to 2.
"Gecolite" ferrite core assembly GA110A.
Primary : 12 t 12 turns of 30 s.w.g. enamelled
copper wire. bifilar wound.
Secondary (I): 40 turns of 30 s.w.g. enamelled
copper wire.
Secondary (2): 600 turns of 36 s.w.g. enamelled
copper wire.

Transformer and output circuit details for
Truvox heads.
Erase head inductance approximately equal to
80mH.

Ti (A) QL approximately equal to 2.
"Gecolite" ferrite core assembly GA110A.
Primary : 10 -I- 10 turns of 30 s.w.g. enamelled

copper wire, bifilar wound.
Secondary (I): 340 turns of 36 s.w.g. enamelled
copper wire.
Secondary (2): 190 turns of 36 s.w.g. enamelled
copper wire.

(The two secondaries are connected in series.)
Primary inductance (each half -section): 53
microH.
Primary d.c. resistance (each half -section):

(The two secondaries are connected in series.)

< 0.2 ohm.
Secondary (1 d.c. resistance: < 0.2 ohms.
Secondary (2) d.c. resistance : < 45 ohms.
C,: 0.015 microfarad.
Overall efficiency approximately equal to 58%.
T1 (D) QL approximately equal to 10.
"Gecolite" ferrite core assembly GA110B.
Primary : 6 + 6 turns of 30 s.w.g. enamelled
copper wire, bifilar wound.
Secondary (1): 19 turns of 30 s.w.g. enamelled
copper wire.

Primary inductance (each half): 37 microH.
Primary d.c. resistance: 9.5 ohms.
Secondary (1) d.c. resistance': 9.5 ohms.
Secondary (2) d.c. resistance : 6.5 ohms.
C, : 180 pf.

Overall efficiency approximately equal to 58%.
T1 (B) QL approximately equal to 10.
"Gecolite" ferrite core assembly GA110B.

Primary : 6 + 6 turns of 30 s.w.g. enamelled

copper wire, bifilar wound.
Secondary (1): 200 turns of 32 s.w.g. enamelled
copper wire.
Secondary (2): 100 turns of 32 s.w.g. enamelled
copper wire.

Secondary (2): 300 turns of 36 s.w.g. enamelled
copper wire.
(The two secondaries are connected in series.)
Primary inductance (each half -section): 8.5
microH.
Primary d.c. resistance (each half -section):

(The two secondaries are connected in series.)
Primary inductance (each half -section): 8.5
microH.
Primary d.c. resistance (each half -section):

< 0.1 ohm.
Secondary (1) d.c. resistance: < 0.2 ohm.
Secondary (2) d.c. resistance: 10 ohms.
C4: 0.08 microfarad.
Overall efficiency approximately equal to 53%.

< 0.1 ohm.
Secondary (I) d.c. resistance : 2.5 ohms.
Secondary (2) d.c. resistance: 1.8 ohms.
C, : 680 pf.
Overall efficiency approximately equal to 52%.

Suitiable 'commercial transformers : Col ne Electric
Parmeko
Belclere

Ti (A)

T1 (B)
06044
P3009

T1 (C)

Ti (D)

TF2544

TF2545

TF2546

06042
P3007
TF2547

not be short circuited during operation since
this will cause very large collector currents in

The high Q transformers above produce a
more sinusoidal output than do the low Q ones
but they are rather less efficient.
The output terminals of the oscillator must

the transistors; sufficient to damage them.
'7
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G.E.C. TRANSISTORISED RECORD/PLAYBACK AMPLIFIER

intended. The increased reliability obtained
should, in fact, be sufficient justification alone
because high quality recorders are notoriously

The modern high quality tape recorder is a

fairly complex device using very high gain
audio amplifiers. Since reasonable size is required for domestic use considerable problems
arise in the design. The major difficulties with
conventional units are generation of too much

heat, which reduces component life,

poor from this point of view. The only disadvantage with transistors is the higher cost
but, considering the total cost of a recorder,
this is not really very significant.

micro -

The design of a completely transistorised
record /playback amplifier is by no means an

phony, which is usually due to vibrations being

picked up by the valves from the tape deck
motors and A.F. instability caused by lack of

easy matter but G.E.C. have made an extremely

thorough job of it. Equalisation is closely to
C.C.I.R. specifications at either 7; i.p.s. or
34 i.p.s. The audio output power is 1 watt and
the signal to noise ratio is better than 50dB.
The total harmonic distortion at maximum output is less than 3%. On record the signal to
noise ratio is again better than 45dB and the
total distortion less than 0.5% for an input recording current of 150 microA. All in all the
performance is comparable with the best valve

adequate screening. All these problems, which

make the design and production of recorders
using valves so difficult, are easily overcome by
the use of transistors. Too much heat is avoided
because of the considerably reduced power consumption, microphony becomes impossible and

A.F. instability far less likely due to the far

lower input and output impedances of the transistor. Besides these there are the usual advantages of reduced weight and size.
From the above it is clear that there is much

units.

to be said for the transistorisation of the tape
recorder even when 'mains only' operation is

To simplify explanation of the circuit functions the unit has been divided into two circuits
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Fig. 2 50 mW. Bias Oscillator for use in Miniature Tape Recorders
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Capacitors

R

ohms 22K
5% 4- ohms 27
5%
ohms 1.8K
ohms 18K
ohms 39K
ohms 12K

-

follows
as are used components The 7. and 6 Figs. in
shown is arrangement, switching with amplifier,
/playback record
the
of
circuit
complete
The
3%. < s / 400c
at output watt 1 at distortion harmonic Total
5.5dB. level: 150microA at
recorder tape from output watt give to justed
adcontrol
volume
with
ratio,
noise to Signal
output
to relative mum
45dB. watt
output noise Total
maxi- at control volume
with
microV. 30
: /s c
400 at output watt
for voltage Input
ohms. 30 : /s 400c at impedance Input
watts. 1.2 power: output Peak
170mA. : output watt at drain Current
25mA. : drain current Quiescent
:
as
follows
is
resistors
playback
typical
using
circuit
playback
the
of
performance
The
/s. c 400
and watt 1 at distortion 3% than less with
watts 1.2 is power output peak The latter. the
from distortion low and former the from gain
:

:

1

:

1

1

1

-

Primary d.c. resistance < 150 ohms.
Secondary d.c. resistance (each section) < 20

Output Transformer.
Turns ratio 3.8 + 3.8:
wound).

ohms.

The transformer used in the prototype had
the following construction :5r,
stack of 0.014" laminic stampings, M. and
8
E.A. pattern No. 36. Cross sectional area of
core 0.27 sq. in. laced joint. Primary wind-

Total primary inductance > 800mH.
Total d.c. resistance of collector windings
< 3 ohms.
Total d.c. resistance of emitter windings
2 ohms.
Secondary d.c. resistance < 0.2 ohm.
The transformer used in the prototype amplifier had the following construction

stack of 0.014" laminic stampings M. and
E.A. pattern No. 36.
Cross-sectional area of core 0.27 sq. in. laced
joint.

Collector windings 150 +150 turns of 26 s.w.g.
enamelled copper wire, bifilar wound.

Emitter windings 50 + 50 turns of 28

series.

Colne Electric ...
Parmeko

s.w.g.

enamelled copper wire, bifilar wound.
Secondary winding 52 turns of 22 s.w.g. enamelled copper wire, bifilar wound. No interleaving between layers.
The following commercial transformers are

Total primary inductance 34microH.
Total primary d.c. resistance < 0.2 ohms.
Secondary (1) d.c. resistance < 0.2 ohms.
Secondary (2) d.c. resistance
10 ohms.
L,
TF2549
06039
P3004

(primary bifilar

Turns ratio of collector to emitter windings
3.1.

ings 1200 turns of 40 s.w.g. enamelled copper
wire. Secondary winding 600 + 600 turns of
s.w.g. enamelled copper wire, bifilar wound.
No interleaving between layers.
T, Oscillator Transformer.
"Gecolite" ferrite core assembly GA110B.
Primary winding 6 + 6 turns of 28 s.w.g. enamelled copper wire bifilar wound.
Secondary winding (1) 19 turns of 30 s.w.g.
enamelled copper wire.
Secondary winding (2) 300 turns of 36 s.w.g.
enamelled copper wire.
The two secondary windings are connected in

Belclere

1

suitable :

-

T1

T2

T3

TF2550
06040

TF2551

P3005

P3006

TF2547
06042
P3007

The constructor who undertakes this rather
ambitious project should be able to build himself a tape recorder in many ways superior to

06041

T,
TF2552
06043
P3008

lower cost than most. The care and effort required are considerable but are more than
justified by the results.

those at present on the market and at much

G.E.C. ELECTRONIC PHOTO -FLASH UNIT

Fig. 8 shows the circuit diagram of a tran-

recharge after firing is between 8 and 15 seconds

sistorised electronic photo -flash suitable for
battery operation. The unit is suitable for

depending upon the size of the capacitor and
the type of power supply used.

tubes having maximum ratings up to 100 joules
and the maximum operating voltage is 500 volts.
The range of power output possible is, therefore. 25 to 100 joules. For the lowest power
level four 1.5 volt dry cells may be used as the

The Circuit.

The complete circuit diagram of the unit is
shown in Fig. 8. The transistors, Trl and Tr2,
and the transformer T form a square wave

power supply but for higher powers a set of

three 2 volt, 8 ampere -hour accumulators is preferable. The time required -for the capacitor to

oscillator operating at about 500c /s. Oscillation

is maintained by feedback windings on the
15
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1. Table See
Transistors
I. LH G.E.C. indicator Neon
V,
500v. microfarad 0.1
C.
1. Table See
C,
6v.
microfarad
100
C,
Capacitors.
watt. ohm
1.8M
watt. ohm 4.7M
RR
watt. ohm 3.3M
RS
1. Table See
R,
wirewound.
watt
variable
1
ohm
47
Rs
watt.
ohm
10
R,
watt.
ohm
100
R,
Resistors.

1Kc/s.
at
measured microH
150 : inductance Primary
primary. over wound
wave wire copper elled

enam- covered silk s.w.g.
38 turns 1,500 Secondary
wire. copper
enamelled covered silk
s.w.g. 34 turns 83 Primary

i" x dia. 5/16th" rod

long.

Ferrite
T2.

cloth.
empire 0.005" layer 1 and
paper 0.001" layer -1
windings between Insulation
paper. 0.001" layer 1
layers between Insulation
wire. copper
enamelled s.w.g. 30 turns,
10 + turns 10
Feedback
wire. copper
enamelled s.w.g. 38 turns,
915 + turns 915 Secondary
wire.
copper enamelled s.w.g. 19
turns, 22 + turns 22 Primary
interleaved. assembled
be should laminations The
0.65". height Stack
36. No.

Core
Transformer

-
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windings feedback and primary The wound.
bifilar be should windings primary The
T1. Transformer
Components..

Table in given
are energy various for
required levels The level.
correct the for this adjust to used be may battery
the with series in
connected
ammeter
may battery the from drawn current An rise.
the
which
to limit the control to is R, of purpose
The
tube. the trigger to sufficient
is secondary the from voltage the ratio step-up
high a has T2 Since secondary. the from voltage
the taking and T2 of primary the through C,
discharging by obtained is This required. is 5KV
around of voltage a tube flash the trigger To
end. this
to
achieve
slightly
R,
of
value
the alter to necessary be may it cases some
In
before. not and volts 500 and 450 between level a
reaches
voltage
the
when
glows
it that such bulb
neon the to voltage a apply
to used is R, R.,
divider potential The charged. fully is capacitor
the
when
to
indicate
used
is V, bulb neon A
capacitor. per joules 25 is
obtained energy the and volts 500 to charged are
capacitors microfarad 200 more, or one, design
this of case the In level. this above well he must
charged is capacitor the which to voltage the
energy of amount reasonable a obtain
To used.
is capacitor the in energy the all not volts 150
and 100 between at extinguishes lamp the Since
1.

volts.

in capacitor the across voltage = V
microfarads in capacitance = C
joules in stored energy = E where

-

-=1CV210-6 E

:-

Windings

pattern
EA
and
M
Type
thick.
Mumetal
0.004"

material

Laminations

secondary. the
of halves two between sandwiched be should

as is energy this calculating for follows
formula
The charged. is it which to voltage the upon
and capacitor the of value the upon depends
capacitor the in stored energy of amount The
voltage. output own its approximating
voltage a to R4 through capacitor, reservoir the
charges D from output The D. rectifier bridge
a by rectified is volts, 500
about voltage, This
secondary. the in appears greater times 40 some
voltage a ratio, step-up high a has transformer
this since and, T, of primary the in appears
transistors the
by
generated wave square The
clarity. of sake the for diagram
the in separately shown are which transformer

Battery
Rectifiers

See Table 1.

Any of the following tubes may
be used-Mazda FA8 for units

Flash tubes

up to

D D2, D3, D,. Each diode may
be two SX632's in parallel or

75 joules; "Sieflash"
SF11, SF12, SF15 or SF18 for

all units up to 100 joules.

a single SX635.

Table 1.
Value of
R, (ohms)
2,200

*C2 (mfd.)
200

Energy
(Joules)
25

Transistor
Type

Battery

4 x 1.5v dry cells

GET115

Maximum
Supply Current

IA

the photoflash
type.

1,000
560
560

400
600
800

50
75
100

GET571 )
GET571
GET571

3 x 2v, 8 A/hr

portable accumulators Exide
MFB9.

3A
4A
5A

Built up from T.C.C. "Lectroflash" capacitors type SCE6OPE (200 microfarad, 500v. d.c.). The larger
capacitance values being obtained by connecting single units in parallel.

WARNING.-The charge on C2 is quite large enough to be lethal. The unit must therefore be
handled with greater care and only used when in an insulating container.
HIGH SENSITIVITY DOUBLE -TUNED REFLEX RECEIVER

The performance of very small or simple

in T.R.F. receivers as well as in the superhets
for which it was intended.
Fig. 9 illustrates one of the most interesting
possibilities of the `Babyvar'. It is a reflex receiver with Trl acting both as an R.F. and an
A.F. amplifier. This, of course, is now quite

radio sets described before has often been disappointing for one reason or another. The selectivity was almost invariably inadequate and the
sensitivity was frequently less than one would
have liked. This was rarely the fault of the designers who made the best use they could of the
facilities available but the difficulty remained
that the components they really needed were

a common arrangement but what is not so
common is the fact that the output from Trl

is tuned as well as the input. This not only increases the selectivity of the set considerably

just not made. The art of miniaturisation of
components had not gone far enough to satisfy
the demands of the miniature radio designers.
This is now changed. The designers will not

(a major failing of earlier reflex receivers) but it

also increases the sensitivity because the R.F.
load in the collector of Trl can be made much
larger in impedance and this impedance can

be satisfied of course because they will now
want something else (3" 110° cathode tubes for

be matched accurately to that of the diode

pocket television sets, no doubt) but the fact
remains that all the components needed for
really high performance pocket sets are now
available. The most important perhaps, is the
`Babyvar' tuning capacitor which is less than
" square and yet is a twin gang unit complete
with trimmers. Since the two gangs have the
capacity range the capacitor is suitable for use

circuit. The resultant improvement in gain is
considerable.

A third advantage that this set has over its
predecessors is the improved A.G.C. circuit.
This is the same as that used in superhet receivers and, whilst these latter, being more
sensitive, have greater need for adequate A.G.C.
19

Fig. 8 Circuit of G.E.C. Photoflash Unit

minimum setting and the change in volume with
v.c. setting would not follow a smooth law. The

reflex sets still require adequate A.G.C. if they
are to function well under all conditions.
The transistor used as Trl is the new Mullard
AF117. This unit has two considerable advantages over earlier transistors, such as the 0C44,
in that its cut-off frequency is in the region of

A.F. signal is fed to the base via CH which,
naturally does not pass any d.c.
The A.F. output from Trl is not measurably

impeded by the primary of L, and appears

across R, the collector load resistor. From the
point of view of collector voltage the value of
R, could be made considerably larger without
any possibility of clipping occurring but this
would mean an increased voltage swing on the
collector which might well lead to distortion of
the R.F. signal. C,, prevents any R.F.' from

100Mc /s, which makes the R.F. gain much

higher than usual, and its common emitter CUT rent gain is around 150 which means very high

A.F. gain. Should the AF117 not be available
an 0C169, 0C170 or 0C171 or even an 0C44
may be used but the AF 117 is to be preferred.
The R.F. signal is picked up by the new 11"
TSL subminiature ferrite rod aerial which,
although wound on a rod only 1" in diameter,
has the amazingly high '0' factor of 230. L, is
tuned by the first half of the `Babyvar' tuning
capacitor and is coupled to the base -emitter

being -fed to the driver stage. The collector
current of Tr 1 is just over I mA with a fresh

battery and should not be more than about
limA. This is rather a high level for a stage

to which A.G.C. is applied but it is necessary
for maximum gain. Furthermore, because the
stage uses positive R.F. feedback or regeneration a small reduction in the collector current
will produce a comparatively large reduction in
the R.F. gain thus providing effective A.G.C.
The degree of regeneration is controlled by C,
which is a miniature solid dielectric trimmer
such as may be obtained from TSL. This is set
for maximum gain short of regeneration on any
part of the band. Since the amount of feedback
will vary with the frequency received there will
be some alteration in gain over the band but the
gain will be sufficiently high at all frequencies.
Once set C, should not need to be readjusted
as long as it is not too close to the point of
regeneration. Thus it may be sealed with a blob
of wax.
R, and C1, serve to decouple the first stage
from the battery supply at A.F. frequencies and
thus help to prevent 'motor boat' oscillations
occurring when the battery ages. The driver
stage uses an 0071, Tr2 as a common emitter
amplifier stabilised by the emitter resistor and
potential divider method. The collector current

circuit of Trl. The R.F. output from Tr 1

appears in the tuned circuit formed by L, and
the second half of the `13abyvar' capacitor. L,
is a subminiature transistor 1.F. transformer
with its fixed tuning capacitor removed. This
capacitor is normally located in a recess underneath the I.F.T. or in the can itself. The best
I.F.T. to use is the one normally designed for
coupling the second I.F. transistor to the diode

in a conventional superhet but either of the
other two may be used. The make of I.F.T.

does not matter much so long as the fixed tuning

capacitor inside has a value of 200 pf., this
being an indication of the inductance of the
primary used. The smallest types available,

however, are the new TSL set which are only
1" square.
The secondary of L, feeds into the diode detector, D,. The A.F. output from the diode is

developed across the volume control, R the

residual R.F. component being grounded by the

capacitor C, The output from the diode when
the R.F. has been removed, consists of a d.c.
level which corresponds to the strength of the
R.F. signal received by the set and to an A.F.
component which varies in amplitude depend-

is about lmA even with a slightly reduced

battery voltage. This is more than sufficient to
drive the output stage and means that the transistor is operated at a current level which provides maximum gain.
The output stage has a collector current of
11mA and provides an output power of 6mW.
This is an unusually low level even for a pocket

ing upon the depth of modulation of the original
signal. These two components are separated in
the receiver. The d.c. component is used to con-

trol the bias and hence the gain of Trl thus

providing A.G.C.The d.c. component is applied

to the base via R, and R, with C,, preventing

radio and it was chosen for three reasons.

any appreciable A.F. signal from being fed back

Firstly for absolute minimum size a PP5 battery
is required and this type will only give a reason-

along this line. C10 must be included since,
without it there would still be a small A.F. signal

able life if the current consumption is kept to

applied to the base with the volume control at
21
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used. be
may 0A70 sets larger for 0A91 or 0A90 Di
/50A. VIO
or 0075 as such type A.F. gain high or
medium small any or 0.C.71 Tr3 and Tr2
AF117. Trl : Semiconductors
switch.
-way 2 d.p. b) & (a S1
switch. off / on
with control
R12 volume ohm 5K S2 & R,
ohm 1K
R,
R,
ohms 10K
R,
ohms 10K
R,
ohms 330
R.
ohms 330K
R,

ohm 1K
ohms 10K
ohms 47K
ohm 1K
ohms 2.2K
ohms 10K
ohms 68K
ohm 1K
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from up built be may value this available
not are capacitors 850pf If band. wave long
the on programme light the tune should set the
and circuit into brought are C6 and C, closed

:

R
R
R
Rn
R8

R,

available. size
smallest tolerance, -A-10% types All : Resistors
Components.
AF117. the of that as good as like nothing
be will performance their but Trl of position
the in work will transistors R.F. Ordinary
positions. these in indeed well
very work will /50A VIO type Newmarket The
however. recommended not definitely are types
Surplus high. reasonably is gain their as long as
Tr3 and Tr2 for used be may specified those
than other transistors A.F. signal Small

0071's. using obtained
be should gain sufficient quite but Tr2 with
taken be may step same The Tr3. for 0071 an
of in,place 0075 an using by obtained be may
receiver the of gain A.F. the in increase An
loudspeaker. the or T, near
positioned be should L2 nor L, Neither earth.
to connected be should latter the of can the L2
and L, between coupling avoid To component.
other any from 4" least at be should L, results
best For transistors. the and loudspeaker the as
such components metal any from possible, far as
separated, be L, that important is it but critical
particularly not is receiver the of layout The
circuit. the
from omitted be may S, and C,
required, not
is wave long on programme light the If used.
be may 100pf and 250pf, 500pf, or 350pf and
500pf example, For parallel. in units smaller

C

is switch, two-way pole, double a S1. When

wax. of blob a with
position into it seal then and obtained be can
performance in increase an case in slighting
L, of position the readjusting Try 6.
order. that in
volume maximum for Ca and C1 Adjust 5.
lOpf. say value,
maximum lower of trimmer a by replaced
be must it case which in C, of setting mum
mini- the at even occur may oscillation sets
some In band. the of part any on occurring
oscillation without possible as far as value its
increase and circuit into C, Connect 4.
there. it leave found been
has L, for position best the When volume.
maximum obtain to rod ferrite the down and
up L, sliding whilst continuousy band the
across forth and back set the tune connected
dis- or value minimum its at C, With 3.
go. will it as far
as can the of top the in slug the in screwing
by inductance maximum for L2 Set 2.
visible.
completely are plates their when setting
minimum their at are they and `13abyvar'
the of back the on trimmers the are These
values minimum their to C, and C, Set 1.
:
followed be should steps
following the alignment best For equal. are
inductances their that so L2 and L, adjusting
of matter a primarily is set the of Alignment
battery.
new a with 4mA about be should set the of
consumption total The stage. output the from
gain high unusually an obtaining thus Tr3 of
collector the in load impedance ohm 4K a use
to possible it makes power output of level this
Thirdly, more. use to unnecessary it making
power input 6mW only with performance tory
satisfac- perfectly a gives which type sensitive
extremely an is 1*", of diameter a has which
LP45F an specified, loudspeaker the Secondly,
hours. 40 around probably good; exceptionally
be will PP5 the of life the set this In minimum. a

-

w
Capacitors.

C

TSL 'Babyvar' tuning capacitor

C5, 6

850pf polystyrene or ceramic (see

C,

TSL subminiature 40pf trimming

Higher values of working voltage or capacitance than those specified may be used for the
electrolytic capacitors.

120pf + 120pf.
text).

cC

c
C10

C13

Inductances.
TSL 11" ferrite rod aerial.
L,
I.F. transformer with capacitor reL,
moved (see text).
20 : 1 turns ratio output transformer.
T,
TSL type LT700.
Loudspeaker : TSL-Lorenz type LP45F.

capacitor.
0.01 mfd.
15 mfd. 3 v.w.
15 mfd. 3 v.w.
6 mfd. 3 v.
50 mfd. 9 v.
0.01 mfd. 9 v.

CI.'

C1
CIT
CIS

0.01 mfd.
2 mfd. 9 v.
15 mfd. 3 v.
2 mfd. 9 v.
15 mfd. 3 v.

Battery :

Everready PP5 or equivalent.

SIMPLIFIED VERSION OF DOUBLE -TUNED REFLEX RECEIVER

tiveness is partially countered by the A.G.C.
action. This may not matter very much, however, and the system does have the advantage
that at low settings of the volume control the

The receiver that has just been described,
whilst excellent from the point of view of performance and stability, uses rather more com-

ponents than one would like in a miniature

degree of regeneration is reduced thus removing
any possibility of oscillation occurring.

receiver.

They do. however, ensure that the best results
are obtained from the set under all conditions
without the need for adjustments when a transistor is replaced. Basically the same set could
be built, however, using only half the number
of capacitors and resistors. Such a receiver is
shown in Fig. 10.
This receiver achieves a considerable degree

The base bias of Tr 1 depends upon the
values of R, and the forward resistance of the
diode, D1. Since R, is taken from the bottom
end of R, rather than from the negative side of
the battery, this results in a certain amount of
stabilisation of the collector current against
changes in temperature and in a small amount
of negative feedback at audio frequencies. For
a given value of R, the collector current will
depend upon the current gain of the transistor
and the resistance of the diode. For optimum
performance, therefore, the value of R, should
be adjusted to give a collector current of
1.25mA with a fresh battery.
Tr2 and Tr3 form a directly -coupled two
stage A.F. amplifier with the stabilisation feedback applied over the two stages. This circuit
gives very much the same gain as that provided
by Tr2 and Tr3 in Fig. 9 with far fewer coniponents but the stabilisation is not quite so
good. Tr I should have a collector current of
-1mA and that of Tr2 should be 11mA. RR
should be adjusted for a voltage of 1.5 volts
across R7. The output power from Tr3 is the
same as in the last set.
For the sake of simplicity the capacitors and

of component economy by the use of un-

orthodox circuit techniques. The overall performance is still very good but the stability is
rather poorer. This last point does not normally
matter from a performance point of view but it
does mean that a certain amount of adjustment
may be needed to one or two of the components
for the best results.
The circuit arrangement is the same as that

of the last

set.. Tr 1, an AF117, is a reflex
R.F.i A.F. amplifier and Tr2 and Tr3 form a

two stage A.F. amplifier.
The biasing, feedback and volume control
arrangements of the first stage achieve the same

object as before but in a different way. The
output from the diode is d.c. coupled to the
base of the transistor so that both the A.G.C.
and A.F. signals follow the same path. The

volume control varies the R.F. gain instead of
the A.F. gain adjusted to the last circuit. This
is achieved by putting it across the secondary of
the aerial coil so that progressively decreasing
the resistance in parallel with this secondary
also decreases the volume of the set. The main

switch used for reception of the light programme

on the long wave band have been omitted on
the circuit diagram. They may be included if
required, however, the values being the same as
those in Fig. 9.

disadvantage with this technique is that its effec23
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All other components are the same as witn

The alignment procedure is identical to that
of the last set.

the last receiver.

Either the receiver of Fig. 10 or that of

Fig. 9 may be used with any type of earpiece,.
the form of connection depending upon the type
used. Crystal earpieces should be connected in
parallel with the primary of T the loudspeaker
being disconnected. With crystal earpieces it is
usually necessary to connect a small capacitor
across the earpiece, 0.001 microfarad to 0.05
microfarad, to offset the non-linear response. A
similar sized capacitor may also be used with
the loudspeaker to improve the quality. In this
case the capacitor should be across the primary
of T1 as with the earpiece.
Low impedance earpieces may be connected
directly in place of the loudspeaker without any
alterations to the circuitry. High impedance
magnetic earpieces may be connected in place

Components.
All types ± 10% smallest types
Resistors.
available.
1K ohm
R,
68K ohms
R,
I 2K ohms
R..
5K ohm volume control R,
with on /off switch.
220K ohms
R,,
R,
1K ohm
R, 1K ohm
Capacitors.
C

21 3t

TSL `Babyvar' tuning .capacitor

120pf + 120pf.
0.01 mfd.
C,
0.01 mfd.
C,
40pf trimmer
C,
2 mfd. 9 v.
CO
C,o
C,
50 mfd. 9 v.
25 mfd. 3 v.
Higher values of voltage or capacitance

of the primary of T, no transformer being

other than those specified may be used for any

necessary. The set has sufficient output power
for all but the least sensitive types of earpiece.

electrolytic.

FOUR TRANSISTOR P OCKET SUPERHET

For the maximum performance on the
medium waveband a superhet circuit must be

because of the small size of the components.
For this reason no particular constructional details will be given here beyond the following

used and, now that a full range or really miniature superhet components is available, such a
set need be no larger, and may in fact be smaller,
than the smallest Japanese sets on the market.

pointers. The aerial should be as far as possible
from all metal components and the cans of the
I.F. transformers should be earthed. The I.F.

This set has been designed with no com-

frequency of 470Kc/s and the design of the

promise whatsoever from the point of view of
performance. Two I.F. stages are used so that
the sensitivity should be sufficient even for the
most adverse conditions. The number of transistors used has been kept down to only four,

components is such that complete coverage of
the medium waveband is obtained. If available

the new miniature sized 0C44, 0C45, 0081
range should be used as these fit in very well
with the sizes of the other components.

The loudspeaker may be 2" or 21" in di-

instead of the usual six, by reflexing the 2nd I.F.

stage so that it acts as a driver and by using a
single transistor class A amplifier instead of the
more usual class B push-pull type of circuit.
This last change means that the current consumption of the set for a given output power is
quite a bit higher than usual but, as the output
power is limited to 25mW., is still well within
the limitations of the Ever Ready PP3 battery.

ameter (or more if a larger sized set is required
of course), types of these sizes being available
with very high levels of sensitivity for their size
and of very compact shape.

The first two stages of the set follow conventional lines, Trl being an emitter injected auto dyne converter and Tr2 the first I.F. amplifier.

R1

Components.

Resistors.-All types ± 10%
R,
R,
R,
R,
R,
R,

A.G.C. is applied to Tr2 from the diode. Tr3
is the reflex I.F./A.F. amplifier and drives the

class A output stage.
This set, as a constructional project, is only
really suitable for those who have already had experience in building transistor superhet receivers

available.
R
27K ohms
R,
6.8K ohms
R10
1.5K ohms
68K ohms
8.2K ohms
680 ohms
R1
22K ohms
R11
R14

25

smallest sizes
4.7K ohms
1K ohm
1K ohm
5K ohms volume

control with

switch.
18K ohms
2.2K ohms
150 ohms
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